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Abstract

Background: Epidemiologic studies link maternal seafood and n–3 (ω-3) polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) consumption

with improved childhood cognitive development; trials show mixed results.

Objective: We investigated effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on child cognitive and visual outcomes.

Methods: We systematically reviewed and meta-analyzed randomized controlled trials of n–3 PUFA supplementation

in mothers or infants (age ≤2 y) and evaluated standardized measures of cognitive or visual development up to

age 18 y. Of 6286 abstracts and 669 full-text articles, 38 trials with 53 intervention arms were included. Data were

extracted independently in duplicate. Findings were pooled using random-effects meta-analysis across supplementation

periods (maternal, preterm, term infant); we also explored subgroup analyses stratified by supplementation period.

Heterogeneity was explored using I2, stratified analysis, and meta-regression. Cognitive development was assessed

by Bayley Scales of Infant Development mental and psychomotor developmental indexes (MDI, PDI) and intelligence

quotient (IQ); visual acuity was assessed by electrophysiological or behavioral measures.

Results: The 38 trials (mothers: n = 13; preterm infants: n = 7; term infants: n = 18) included 5541 participants. When

we explored effects during different periods of supplementation, n–3 PUFA supplementation improved MDI in preterm

infants (3.33; 95% CI: 0.72, 5.93), without statistically significant effects on PDI or IQ in different intervention period

subgroups. Visual acuity [measured as the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR)] was improved by

supplementation in preterm (–0.08 logMAR; 95% CI: –0.14, –0.01 logMAR) and term infants (–0.08 logMAR; 95% CI:

–0.11, –0.05 logMAR), with a nonsignificant trend for maternal supplementation (–0.02 logMAR; 95% CI: –0.04, 0.00

logMAR). In main analyses pooling all supplementation periods, compared with placebo, n–3 PUFA supplementation

improved MDI (n = 21 trials; 0.91; 95% CI: 0.005, 1.81; P = 0.049), PDI (n = 21 trials; 1.06 higher index; 95% CI: 0.10,

2.03; P = 0.031), and visual acuity (n = 24; –0.063 logMAR; 95% CI: –0.084, –0.041 logMAR; P < 0.001) but not IQ

(n = 7; 0.20; 95% CI: –1.56, 1.96, P = 0.83), although few studies assessed this endpoint. Potential publication bias was

identified for MDI (Eggers P = 0.005), but not other endpoints. Significant differences in findings were not identified

by world region, race, maternal education, age at outcome assessment, supplementation duration, DHA or EPA dose,

DHA:AA ratio, or study quality score (P-interaction > 0.05 each).

Conclusions: n–3 PUFA supplementation improves childhood psychomotor and visual development, without significant

effects on global IQ later in childhood, although the latter conclusion is based on fewer studies. J Nutr 2018;148:409–418.
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Introduction

DHA, a long-chain n–3 PUFA, is actively incorporated into
brain and retinal cell membranes during the last trimester of
pregnancy and the first 2 y of life, where it appears to play both
structural and functional roles (1–4).While DHA can be synthe-
sized in small amounts by humans from its essential fatty acid
precursor, α-linolenic acid, the efficiency of this conversion is
very low (5). Thus, adequate dietary DHA may be essential for
optimal cognitive and visual development (6). Understanding
the presence and magnitude of such potential benefit is crucial
given low n–3 PUFA consumption worldwide: mean intakes in
∼80% of women are <250 mg/d (7).

In prospective observational studies, the children of mothers
with higher prenatal consumption of seafood and dietary n–3
PUFAs exhibit better cognitive outcomes (8, 9). In the first 2 y
of life, dietary DHA appears to be of continued relevance due to
ongoing significant brain development (10, 11). Dietary DHA
may be particularly important for preterm infants, who experi-
ence fewer crucial late-pregnancy weeks of DHA accumulation
in utero. Based on these observations, several trials of maternal
or infant n–3 PUFA supplementation have been performed, in-
cluding meta-analyses of these trials (12–19). Results have been
mixed, precluding strong conclusions.Discrepant findings could
partly relate to insufficient size and statistical power of some
studies; variation in the period of supplementation (maternal,
preterm infants, term infants); differences in other intervention
characteristics (e.g., duration, dose); or failure to include more
recently published trials. Prior meta-analyses have not consis-
tently assessed these or other factors which might influence
heterogeneity. Thus, the true benefits of maternal or infant
n–3 PUFA supplementation for cognitive and visual develop-
ment, and the factors that might influence such effects, remain
unclear.

To address these critical questions, we performed a system-
atic review and meta-analysis to investigate the effects of mater-
nal, preterm infant, and term infant n–3 PUFA supplementation
on childhood cognitive and visual development.

Methods
We followed Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines during all stages of design, imple-
mentation, and reporting of this meta-analysis (20).

Primary exposure and outcomes. The primary exposure of in-
terest was supplementation with n–3 PUFAs, including DHA or EPA
(as well as both), via supplements, fortified foods, or diet in pregnant or
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lactating women or in infants aged <2 y. Our primary outcomes of in-
terest were standardized measures of cognition and visual development
in infants and children, followed up to age 18 y.

Search strategy. We performed electronic searches of PubMed
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.go/pubmed), PsycINFO (http://search.proquest.
com/psycinfo), EMBASE (www.ovid.com/embase), the Cochrane
Library (www.thecochranelibrary.com), and clinicaltrials.gov
(www.clinicaltrials.gov), without language restrictions, from the
earliest indexing year through 14 April 2016; see Supplemental Meth-
ods 1 for details. Examples of search terms included omega-3 fatty
acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids, docosahexaenoic acid, eicosapen-
taenoic acid, fish, seafood, neurodevelopment, cognition, development,
vision, child, infant, pregnancy, and lactation. Following these elec-
tronic searches, for all final included publications and identified review
articles, we hand-searched the citation lists as well as the first 20
“related references” on PubMed for additional eligible papers.

Study selection, inclusion, and exclusion criteria. Titles and
abstracts of all identified articles were screened by one investigator
(MS). For all potentially relevant articles, the full text was retrieved and
reviewed independently and in duplicate by 2 investigators (MS, SK) ac-
cording to specified eligibility criteria. Discrepancies were resolved by
consensus or by a third investigator (LP). When duplicate publications
were identified, the report including the latest follow-up for each out-
come (domain) of interest was selected.

Studies were eligible for inclusion if they met the following
criteria: 1) were randomized controlled trials of supplementation or for-
tification with n–3 PUFA (DHA, EPA or a combination, with or with-
out other n–3 or n–6 PUFAs) for ≥3 mo in pregnant mothers, nursing
mothers, or children aged <2 y; 2) evaluated generally healthy subjects
in whom supplementation was not used as a treatment or secondary
prevention; and 3) assessed cognitive or visual development using a
quantitative and standardized measure and reported findings to deter-
mine differences in group mean values at follow-up. Relevant infant
development measures included the Bayley Scales of Infant Develop-
ment (BSID); intelligence quotient (IQ) based on the Wechsler Intelli-
gence Scale for Children, the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of
Intelligence, the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence, the Kauf-
man Assessment Battery for Children, and Stanford-Binet; and visual
acuity based on electrophysiological measures such as visual evoked po-
tentials (VEPs) and behavioral measures such as Teller Acuity Cards and
acuity testing using HOTV optotypes.

We excluded observational studies, cross-sectional ecological stud-
ies, commentaries, general reviews, or case reports. We excluded tri-
als evaluating n–3 PUFA treatment in clinical populations with chronic
conditions, such as in diagnosed attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
autism spectrum disorder, or HIV (we included one trial in infants diag-
nosed with phenylketonuria at birth, who were otherwise healthy); tri-
als that compared breastfed to formula-fed infants, given other potential
differences between these interventions; trials in which an additional nu-
trition intervention was imbalanced between groups; and trials without
a quantitative measure of n–3 PUFA dosing.

Data extraction and quality assessment. Data were extracted
independently and in duplicate by 2 investigators (MS, SK) using a stan-
dardized and piloted electronic spreadsheet (Google); any differences
were resolved by consensus. Information was extracted on the study
(first author, corresponding author, contact information, publication
year), setting (trial name, location, year), population (sample size, base-
line age, gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, education, propor-
tion breast or formula fed), intervention (duration, frequency, source of
n–3 PUFA, method of supplementation, doses of DHA, EPA, arachi-
donic acid (AA), α-linolenic acid, and linoleic acid, compound given to
both intervention and control, type of control, compliance, drop-out),
outcomes (type of test, age at assessment, mean values, and statistical
uncertainty), and quality score using the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool
(21). For the latter, each of 6 criteria (excluding the “other bias” cri-
terion; see Supplemental Table 1) was scored as low (+1), high (–1),
or unclear (0) risk of bias; these values were summed to generate an
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overall quality score. When a trial reported the same type of test at
multiple time points [e.g., Bayley mental developmental index (MDI)
at both 12 mo and at 24 mo in the same sample], we used the results at
the latest age of follow-up.

Missing information was obtained by direct author contact (Sup-
plemental Methods 1) or, if necessary, estimated from figures using Plot
Digitizer (http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net/).Median and correspond-
ing measures of uncertainty (e.g., SE, IQR, or 95% CI) were extracted
when the primary metrics (i.e., mean and SD) were not reported. These
suboptimal metrics were converted tomean and SD using a standardized
approach described in SupplementalMethods 2. Visual acuity results re-
ported in cycles/degree were extracted and converted to the logarithm
of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) as described in Supple-
mental Methods 2. Use of BSID-III results is described in Supplemental
Methods 2.

Data synthesis and statistical analysis. Following our prespec-
ified analysis plan, findings were evaluated and pooled across supple-
mentation periods (maternal, preterm, term infant); we also explored
analyses stratified by supplementation period. Supplement doses were
standardized to mg/d (maternal supplementation) or % of total fatty
acids (%FA) (infant supplementation). Outcomes were pooled by do-
main, including MDI, psychomotor developmental index (PDI), overall
IQ, and visual acuity in logMAR (15) (Supplemental Methods 2). Out-
comes were evaluated as mean differences at follow-up (i.e., difference

in follow-up mean test scores between intervention and control) with
corresponding 95% CIs. Findings were pooled using inverse-variance
weighted, random-effects meta-analysis (22). Heterogeneity between
studies was quantified using the I2 statistic. In addition to interven-
tion period (maternal, preterm, term), prespecified subgroup analyses
explored potential heterogeneity by world region, race, maternal edu-
cation, age of outcome assessment, supplementation duration, DHA or
EPA dose, DHA: AA ratio, type of placebo, and study quality score. Po-
tential publication bias was assessed by visual inspection of funnel plots
and Egger’s test (23). If publication bias was identified, we used Duval
and Tweedie’s nonparametric trim-and-fill method to estimate the num-
ber and impact of hypothetically missing studies and derive an adjusted
pooled estimate (24). Analyses were conducted using Stata 13.1 (Stata-
Corp), 2-tailed α = 0.05.

Results

Study characteristics. From 6286 unique abstracts and
669 full-text articles, we identified 44 publications reporting
on 38 trials and including a total of 53 intervention arms
(Supplemental Figure 1). These trials included 5541 unique
participants, with 13 trials on mothers, 7 on preterm infants,
and 18 on term infants (Table 1, Supplemental Tables 2–4)
(25–72). Most trials were performed in high-income countries,

TABLE 1 Summary of characteristics of 38 randomized controlled trials including 53 intervention arms testing effects of long-chain
n–3 PUFA supplementation on childhood cognitive and visual development1

Characteristics Maternal (n= 13) Preterm infant (n= 7) Term infant (n= 18)

Location Australia (n= 3), Bangladesh
(n= 1), Mexico (n= 1),
USA/Canada (n= 3), Western
Europe (n= 5)2

Australia (n= 1), Mixed (n= 2),3

Taiwan (n= 1), USA (n= 1),
Western Europe (n= 2)

Australia (n= 3), China (n= 1),
USA (n= 10), Western Europe
(n= 4)

Total participants,4 n 2852 942 1747
Participants per trial, n 190 (26–730) 105 (23–346) 91.9 (26–287)

Baseline age5 29.4 (22.7–33.2) y 30.7 (29–35.6)6 wk gestation at
birth

From birth (n= 13),7 after ≤ 6 wk
of breastfeeding (n= 3),8 after 4–6
mo of breastfeeding (n= 2)

Race/ethnicity9 Asian (n= 1), black (n= 1),
Hispanic (n= 1), white (n= 10)

Asian (n= 1), black (n= 1), white
(n= 4), missing (n= 1)

Asian (n= 1), black (n= 2), white
(n= 14), missing (n= 1)

Maternal education level10 High (n= 5), average (n= 6), low
(n= 1), missing (n= 1)

Low (n= 1), missing (n= 6) High (n= 6), average (n= 2), low
(n= 3), missing (n= 7)

Supplementation period Pregnancy only (n= 7), pregnancy
plus 3–4 mo lactation (n= 3),
lactation only (n= 3)

By 32 wk gestation (n= 2), within
1 mo of birth (n= 4), within 2 mo
of birth (n= 1)11

Within 1 wk of birth (n= 13),12

within days of PKU diagnosis
(n= 1), after weaning (n= 4)

Supplementation duration, wk 21.8 (12.0–36.4) 45.3 (27–61.9) 37.2 (13.6–52.0)
DHA, mg/d 673 (200–2200)
EPA,13 mg/d 279 (0–1800)
AA,13 mg/d —14

DHA, %FA 0.28 (0.05–0.5) 0.38 (0.1–0.96)15

EPA,14 %FA 0.12 (0–0.65) 0.05 (0–0.58)15

AA,14 %FA 0.34 (0–0.7) 0.40 (0–0.72)15

Type of control Vegetable oil (n= 10), fortified
food without DHA/EPA (n= 3)

Formula (n= 7) Formula (n= 10), olive oil (n= 1),
fortified food without DHA/EPA
(n= 1)

Outcomes assessed16 BSID (n= 6), K-ABC17 (n= 2),
TAC18 (n= 2), VEP19 (n= 4), WISC
(n= 1)

BSID (n= 5), TAC (n= 2), VEP
(n= 3), WASI (n= 1),

BSID (n= 10), HOTV19 (n= 1),
Stanford-Binet (n= 1), TAC
(n= 3), VEP (n= 8), WPPSI (n= 2)

Latest age at outcome assessment,20

median (min-max) months % dropout
BSID: 18 (10–30)IQ: 84 (81–144)
Visual acuity: 4 (2–64)

BSID: 18 (12–24)IQ: 130 (n= 1)
Visual acuity: 6 (4–24)

BSID: 18 (6–24)IQ: 48 (39–70)
Visual acuity: 12 (4–48)

33.3 (1.5–58) 34.8 (11.5–74.5) 32.8 (7–65)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 Continued

Characteristics Maternal (n= 13) Preterm infant (n= 7) Term infant (n= 18)

Quality score,20 mean (min, max) out of a
range of –6 to 6

3.6 (2–6) 3.1 (0–6) 2.6 (0–4)

1Values are the number of trials (N) or the mean value among trials (min, max) unless otherwise noted. Trial-specific characteristics (e.g., participant demographics) are reported by
trial (n= 38). Intervention arm characteristics (e.g., dose) are reported by intervention arm (n= 53, including 17 maternal, 9 preterm, and 17 term infants). Outcome characteristics
(e.g., outcomes assessed, age, sample size) are reported by end point. We also identified 3 trials in 2 publications (62, 64) that supplemented school-aged children (age >2 y);
these are not included here. See Supplemental Tables 2–4 for study characteristics by individual publication. AA, arachidonic acid; BSID, Bayley Scales of Infant Development;
HOTV, distance visual acuity testing using HOTV optotype chart; IQ, intelligence quotient; K-ABC, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children; logMAR, logarithm of the minimum
angle of resolution; max, maximum; MDI, mental developmental index; min, minimum; MPC, mental processing composite; PDI, psychomotor developmental index; PKU,
phenylketonuria; TAC, Teller Acuity Card; VEP, visual evoked potential; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; WISC, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children; WPPSI,
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence; %FA, percentage fatty acids.
2Including one trial performed in 3 European study centers in Germany, Spain, and Hungary.
3USA, Chile, and UK (n = 1); USA and Chile (n = 1).
4No. of participants with the outcome of interest. Only participants at the latest age of evaluation for each outcome were included in each trial, to avoid double counting when
multiple outcomes or multiple publications were reported per trial. If multiple outcomes were reported at the same age, the smallest sample size was included in this sum.
Dropout was high in some trials (e.g., up to 72% in some intervention arms); thus, the total number of participants enrolled in these 38 trials was substantially greater than
reported here.
5Minimum and maximum of study means.
6Excluding the one trial (42) performed in older preterm infants (born at 35.6 wk gestation, on average), the mean (min-max) baseline age was 29.9 (29–30.8) wk gestation at
birth.
7As long as supplementation began within 10 d of birth, we considered baseline as 0 wk when calculating supplementation duration for each trial.
8In one trial in infants diagnosed with PKU (26), weaning was discouraged until 20 wk, and ∼30% of infants received some breast milk after diagnosis [mean (min-max): 19 (8–39)
d old].
9Represents the predominant racial/ethnic group. In 21 trials (9 maternal, 8 term infant, 4 preterm infant) that did not report racial composition, we assumed the predominant
racial group in that country if the country was racially relatively homogeneous. US trials not reporting racial composition (47, 69) were not reclassified for this table.
10Education was categorized as follows: 1) low: not completing high school, mean<12 y of education, score of 0–2 on 7-point education classification scale; 2) average: high school
diploma or some college/technical degree, mean 12–13.9 y of education, score of 3–4; 3) high: completing college or higher degree, mean ≥14 y of education, score of 4–6, ≥60%
completed college. Some studies reported education as a percentage of the sample completing a given level (e.g., 45% completed high school) without information about the
composition of the remainder of the sample; in such cases, we classified trials using our best judgment, tending towards a conservative classification (average education) when
classification was not obvious.
11Most participants began supplementation within 1 mo of birth; mean (min-max): 14 (1–60) d old.
12Because one trial (37) did not specify supplementation start date, we assumed trial feeding began at birth because the study recruited only mothers intending to formula-feed.
13All trials contained DHA, and some trials additionally contained EPA ± AA. Mean EPA and AA doses include zero values from trials not supplementing with EPA or AA.
14Four intervention arms in 3 trials contained AA, with doses ranging from 15 to 220 mg/d (45, 70) and 1.7%FA (55).
15Excluding 3 trials not reporting doses in %FA: 1) baby food: 130 mg DHA, 4.5 mg EPA, 88 mg AA (47); 2) fish oil: 276 mg DHA, 100 mg EPA, 0 mg AA (60); 3) formula: 6.9 mg
DHA/L, 0 mg EPA/L, 6.9 mg AA/L (29).
16Reflects outcomes pooled in meta-analysis. Because several trials evaluated multiple outcomes, the sum of outcomes is larger than the total number of trials. Studies were
eligible for inclusion if the outcomes reported were in age-standardized units for cognition including from BSID (MDI, PDI), and IQ scores; or for visual acuity including from
cycles/degree or logMAR. For 2 trials using the third edition of BSID, we calculated MDI from the weighted average of reported cognitive and language composite scores, and
PDI from the BSID-III motor facet (see Supplemental Methods 2). Four trials (25, 41, 43, 56) reported other infant development outcomes (e.g., overall developmental quotient
as reported by Griffiths Mental Development Scale, Knobloch, Passamanick, and Sherrads Developmental Screening Index, and Brunet-Lezine), which were too few and variable
to perform a meta-analysis; study details for these 4 trials are included in Supplemental Tables 1 and 3.
17The K-ABC MPC standard score was considered as a measure of overall IQ in the meta-analysis. The MPC is a global measure of cognitive ability and is considered similar to
IQ (35).
18Reporting results either in cycles/degree or in logMAR.
19Dropout for each trial was calculated as the average of dropout in intervention and control arms, for the latest age of outcome assessment. If multiple outcomes were reported
at the same age, the smallest sample size was used here. The dropout data here exclude 4 trials (36, 50, 57, 69) that reported only analysis sample size, not initial sample size.
20Assessed using the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool (21). Each of 6 criteria (excluding the “other bias” criterion; see Supplemental Table 1) was scored as low (+1), high (–1), or
unclear (0) risk of bias; these values were summed to generate an overall quality score.

although trials were also included from Bangladesh, China,
Taiwan, Mexico, and Chile. Most Western trials evaluated
predominantly white participants, although 4 US trials were
conducted in predominantly (>60%) black participants.
Among 24 trials reporting sufficient data to determine average
maternal education, 11 evaluated populations with higher
education (some college), 8 evaluated populations with average
education (classified as mothers completing high school), and
5 evaluated populations with low education (less than high
school). Among all trials, the average dropout between enroll-
ment and outcome assessment was 33%. The mean ± SD study
quality score was 3.2 ± 1.5, out of a possible range of –6 to + 6.

Among maternal supplementation trials, mean ± SD base-
line maternal age was 29.4 ± 3.2 y, supplementation duration
was 21.7 ± 7.5 wk, and DHA and EPA doses were 673 ± 547
and 297 ± 512 mg/d, respectively. Among preterm infant
supplementation trials, mean ± SD age was 30.7 ± 2.2 wk
gestation, supplementation duration was 45.3 ± 14.5 wk, and
DHA, EPA, and AA doses were 0.28 ± 0.13, 0.12 ± 0.21,

and 0.34 ± 0.28%FA, respectively. Among term-infant supple-
mentation trials, most (72%) started supplementation within
1 wk of birth; the remainder (28%) started after wean-
ing from breast milk. Mean ± SD supplementation duration
was 37.2 ± 14.5 wk, and DHA, EPA, and AA doses were
0.38 ± 0.22, 0.05 ± 0.14, and 0.40 ± 0.29%FA, respectively.
Across all trials, participants in control groups were provided
either vegetable oil or standard formula/food.

Effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on BSID. Twenty-
one trials including 32 intervention arms reported on MDI
and PDI, assessed in children at age 6–30 mo (median:
18 mo). When we explored different periods of supplementa-
tion, MDI was significantly improved by supplementation in
preterm infants (3.33; 95% CI: 0.72, 5.93) (Figure 1). Com-
pared with maternal supplementation, the benefit on MDI was
significantly larger in preterm infants (P-interaction = 0.018)
(Supplemental Table 5). For PDI, no significant effect was seen
for analyses stratified by intervention period (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 1 Effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on Bayley Scales of Infant Development mental developmental index (weighted mean dif-
ference) in randomized controlled trials. These analyses included 32 intervention arms from 21 trials, with an overall pooled result across all
supplementation periods of 0.91 (95%CI: 0.00, 1.81; I2 = 27.0%). Significant differences were seen by intervention period, with stronger effects
for supplementation in preterm infants, compared with maternal supplementation (P-interaction = 0.018). Findings were pooled using random-
effects meta-analysis. Shaded squares represent the weight of each study, and dotted vertical lines and diamonds represent the pooled central
estimate and its 95% CI, respectively, for each group. AA, arachidonic acid.

In our main pooled analyses across all supplementation pe-
riods, n–3 PUFA supplementation increased both MDI (0.91
higher index; 95% CI: 0.005, 1.81; P = 0.049) and PDI (1.06;
95% CI: 0.10, 2.03; P = 0.031) (see Figures 1 and 2 legends).
Results were not appreciably altered after excluding 2 trials (59,
60) using the third edition of BSID (MDI: 1.08; 95% CI: 0.08,
2.08; P = 0.034; PDI: 1.10; 95% CI: –0.01, 2.20; P = 0.052);
or by excluding one trial in infants diagnosed with phenylke-
tonuria (26) (MDI: 0.94; 95% CI: 0.02, 1.85; P = 0.046; PDI:
1.13; 95% CI: 0.16, 2.09; P = 0.022). Heterogeneity was low
to moderate (MDI: I2 = 27%; PDI: I2 = 42.3%).

Effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on IQ. Only 7 tri-
als with 9 intervention arms reported on IQ, measured in
children aged 3–12 y (median: 5.8 y). No significant effects
on IQ were identified when we explored each supplemen-
tation period separately (Figure 3), or in our main pooled
analyses across all supplementation periods (0.20; 95% CI:
–1.56, 1.96; P = 0.83; Figure 3 legend).

Effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on visual acuity.
Twenty-four trials including 35 intervention arms reported ef-
fects on visual acuity, tested in children aged between 2 and
64 mo (median: 12 mo). When we explored effects stratified
by intervention period, benefits were evident in both preterm
(–0.08 logMAR; 95%CI: –0.14, –0.01) and term infants (–0.08
logMAR; 95% CI: –0.11, –0.05), with a nonsignificant trend

for maternal supplementation (–0.02 logMAR; 95% CI: –0.04,
0.00) (Figure 4). Comparing these differences, benefits were sig-
nificantly larger for supplementation in term infants compared
with maternal supplementation (P-interaction = 0.022).

In our main pooled analysis across all supplementation pe-
riods, n–3 PUFA supplementation improved visual acuity by
–0.063 logMAR (95% CI: –0.084, –0.041; P < 0.001; Figure 4
legend). Observed heterogeneity was high (I2 = 81.6%). In post
hoc analysis, a more robust effect was seen in children in tri-
als using VEP compared with behavioral visual acuity measures
(P-interaction = 0.010).

Subgroup analyses. We did not identify statistically signifi-
cant differences in any findings according to world region, race,
maternal education, age at outcome assessment, supplementa-
tion duration, DHA or EPA dose, DHA: AA ratio, or quality
score (P-interaction > 0.05 each) (Supplemental Table 5). We
could not assess heterogeneity by type of placebo due to insuf-
ficient variability across trials.

Publication bias. Based on visual inspection of funnel plots
and Egger’s tests (Supplemental Figure 2), there was evi-
dence for potential publication bias for MDI (Egger’s test
P = 0.005). Duval and Tweedie’s trim-and-fill method sug-
gested that an adjusted meta-analysis including 7 hypothet-
ically missing small studies would result in an absence of
significant effects on MDI (0.17; 95% CI: –0.90, 1.23).
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FIGURE 2 Effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on Bayley Scales of Infant Development psychomotor developmental index (weighted mean
difference) in randomized controlled trials. These analyses included 32 intervention arms from 21 trials, with an overall pooled result across
all supplementation periods of 1.06 (95%CI: 0.10, 2.03; I2 = 42.3%). Observed potential differences by intervention period did not achieve
statistical significance (P-interaction > 0.05). Findings were pooled using random-effects meta-analysis. Shaded squares represent the weight
of each study, and dotted vertical lines and diamonds represent the pooled central estimate and its 95% CI, respectively, for each group. AA,
arachidonic acid.

Given evidence for strongest MDI effects in preterm infants,
we re-evaluated publication bias excluding maternal and in-
fant studies. When restricted to studies of preterm infants,
Egger’s test was borderline (P = 0.047), and trim-and-fill
methods suggested that an adjusted meta-analysis including 3
hypothetically missing studies would result in no significant ef-
fect on MDI (1.20; 95% CI: –1.80, 4.19). All other outcomes
(PDI, IQ, visual acuity) did not demonstrate evidence of publi-
cation bias.

Discussion

This systematic review and meta-analysis of 38 trials in-
cluding 53 interventions arms across critical periods of
brain development—from pregnancy through infancy—
demonstrated a significant benefit of n–3 PUFA supplementa-
tion on infant cognitive development and visual acuity. Visual
acuity showed the strongest benefit, followed by BSID PDI.
Benefits were also seen for BSID MDI, but with statistical
evidence for potential publication bias. No significant asso-
ciation was found for overall childhood IQ, though the IQ
analysis was limited by the small number of studies. We also
identified evidence for potentially greater benefits of n–3 PUFA
supplementation in both preterm and term infants for visual
acuity; and in preterm infants for MDI. These novel findings
provide, to our knowledge, the most complete accounting of
evidence for potential benefits of n–3 PUFA supplementation
on cognitive development in randomized trials.

The brain develops meaningfully from the last trimester of
pregnancy through the first 2 y of life. Although the interven-
tion groups in our investigation (mothers, preterm infants, term
infants) have important differences, each of these time periods
targets the developing brain. Thus, our pooled findings can be
considered at least an exploratory summary estimate of the ef-
fect of such interventions across the broad period of early brain
development. The observed greater benefit on visual acuity with
supplementation after birth is consistent with the timing of reti-
nal and visual cortex neurodevelopment, much of which occurs
postnatally (73). This may explain why infant supplementation
produced larger improvements in visual acuity than maternal
supplementation. Whereas stronger benefits for MDI of supple-
mentation in preterm infants could partly relate to publication
bias, this could also be attributable to larger baseline DHA de-
ficiencies in this population; and also potentially to the greater
importance of DHA for this cognitive outcome in the last weeks
of development that normally occur in utero. Compared to term
infants, preterm infants can have both greater nutrient demands
to support rapid growth and more limited supply of n–3
PUFAs, given that most prenatal DHA accumulation in the
brain occurs during the last trimester (1). Thus, supplemen-
tation during early infancy may restore n–3 PUFA concen-
trations toward concentrations seen in term infants, lending
a possible explanation to the greater benefit on mental
development demonstrated in preterm infants. Our find-
ings suggested this could also be true for psychomotor
development, although this difference was not statistically
significant.
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FIGURE 3 Effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on intelligence quotient (weighted mean difference) in randomized controlled trials. These
analyses included 9 intervention arms from 7 trials, with an overall pooled result across all supplementation periods of 0.20 (95%CI: –1.56, 1.96;
I2 = 0.0%). No statistically significant differences were identified by intervention period (P-interaction > 0.05 each). Subgroup meta-analysis was
not performed for preterm infants given that only one trial was identified, shown here. Other findings were pooled using random-effects meta-
analysis. Shaded squares represent the weight of each study, and dotted vertical lines and diamonds represent the pooled central estimate and
its 95% CI, respectively, for each group. AA, arachidonic acid; K-ABC, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated
Scale of Intelligence; WISC, Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children; WPPSI, Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence.

Based on a much smaller number of trials, we did not
identify any significant effects on global intelligence in later
childhood. Most trials focused on well-tested, age-standardized
measures of specific developmental indices, rather than IQ.
It is possible that n–3 PUFA supplements benefit only specific
cognitive domains, such as reflected by PDI and visual acuity,
which might not be reflected in an improved IQ score that inte-
grates performance across diverse domains varying in vulnera-
bility to low PUFA. In this case, a global IQ measure may not be
sufficiently sensitive to effects of n–3 PUFAs, which could play
more critical roles in specific brain areas and functions such as
memory or executive function. If so, the potential long-term ad-
vantages of better neurodevelopment at earlier ages may need
to be evaluated in other ways, for example in terms of academic
achievement, social success, or other development landmarks.
Finally, focusing on group mean values of global intelligence
may be less sensitive to interventions than measuring shifts in
cognitive distributions: e.g., n–3 PUFAs could significantly re-
duce the proportions of children with suboptimal development
below a certain threshold, which may be more sensitive and rel-
evant for population health than group mean values. For exam-
ple, in 2 trials of n–3 PUFA supplementation which evaluated
neurodevelopmental endpoints (e.g., visual acuity, various BSID
endpoints) according to proportions of children with scores be-
low a threshold, n–3 PUFA supplementation significantly low-
ered risk, despite no significant differences in mean scores in
these trials (59, 74). Observational investigations of maternal
fish consumption further support this concept that effects of

dietary n–3 PUFAs may be more relevant for reducing propor-
tions of children with suboptimal outcomes than altering popu-
lation means (8). Effects on prevalence of suboptimal outcomes
were not reported in most trials and thus could not be evaluated
in the present meta-analysis. Our results support the need for
additional studies, including reanalysis of existing trial results
by their investigators, to consider such outcomes.

Prior studies. Our findings build upon and substantially ex-
tend prior work in this area. Several prior meta-analyses eval-
uated only one period of supplementation, limiting statistical
power. A 2013meta-analysis restricting to maternal supplemen-
tation pooled 7 trials stratified by age of assessment in child-
hood, with at most 2 trials in each subgroup (12). The authors
identified higher cognitive scores in 2- to 5-y-old children (based
on 2 trials), with no statistically significant effects in other sub-
groups. In another meta-analysis of maternal supplementation
only, no significant effects were seen on any neurodevelopmen-
tal outcome after age 2, yet the largest pooled analysis in this
prior study included only 3 trials, and most assessments were of
single trials (19). A meta-analysis restricted to supplementation
of preterm infants did not detect significant effects on PDI or
MDI, but was based on pooling of only 4 trials; meta-analysis
of visual acuity was not performed (16). Similarly, a prior meta-
analysis restricted to supplementation of term infants detected
no significant effects on PDI or MDI; meta-analysis of visual
acuity was not performed (17) Consistent with our present re-
sults, in a meta-analysis focused on visual acuity in trials of
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FIGURE 4 Effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation on visual acuity (weighted mean difference) in randomized controlled trials. These anal-
yses included 35 intervention arms from 24 trials, with an overall pooled result across all supplementation periods of –0.06 (95%CI: –
0.08, –0.04; I2 = 81.6%). Stronger effects were identified for supplementation in term infants, compared with maternal supplementation
(P-interaction = 0.022), but were not significantly higher in preterm infants (P-interaction = 0.115). Findings were pooled using random-effects
meta-analysis. AA, arachidonic acid; HOTV, distance visual acuity testing using HOTV optotypes chart; TAC, Teller Acuity Card; VEP, Visual Evoked
Potential.

infant supplementation, n–3 PUFA supplementation improved
VEP at 12 months (weighted mean difference: –0.11; 95% CI:
–0.20, –0.03) (15).Our investigation extends each of these prior
studies by pooling additional measures of visual acuity and IQ,
including follow-up for visual acuity beyond 12 mo of age, and
evaluating the effects of n–3 PUFA supplementation in moth-
ers, preterm infants, and term infants. This allowed confirma-
tion and quantification of benefits of supplementation on visual
acuity in both term and preterm infants; and of benefits on PDI,
which appeared generally similar by supplementation period
in our investigation but may have been missed due to limited
power if the different periods were only evaluated separately.

Strengths/limitations. Our investigation has several
strengths. Our comprehensive search of multiple databases
makes it unlikely that major studies were missed, while our
duplicate inclusion decisions and data extractions reduce
the possibility of errors or bias. We focused on randomized
controlled trials, providing direct inference on causal effects
of n–3 PUFA supplementation. We evaluated multiple peri-
ods of supplementation and cognitive outcomes, providing
a comprehensive picture of the present evidence in this field.
Heterogeneity, study quality, and potential publication bias
were evaluated using quantitative methods.

Potential limitations should be considered. Relatively high
loss to follow-up was seen in many trials, reducing statistical
power, although the generally similar drop-out rates between

n–3 PUFA and placebo arms would minimize threats to valid-
ity. Few studies evaluated global intelligence later in childhood,
limiting power to assess this outcome. DHA supplementation
could be especially relevant in women or infants with relative
deficiency, yet neither baseline DHA status nor background di-
etary intakes were generally assessed in these trials.Our findings
highlight the need for additional trials testing effects in deficient
populations.Many trials focused on predominantly white,more
educated women in high-income countries, and more studies
are needed in other maternal and child populations. Most stud-
ies only reported differences in mean scores, and effects on the
proportion of children below a certain threshold may be more
sensitive and clinically relevant (59, 74).

In conclusion, this systematic review and meta-analysis iden-
tified significant benefits of n–3 PUFA supplementation on
psychomotor development and visual acuity, with potentially
stronger effects in preterm and term infants compared to ma-
ternal supplementation. We found more equivocal findings for
MDI and no significant effects on global IQ later in childhood.
Together with observational studies of maternal fish consump-
tion, these findings support benefits of n–3 PUFA on psychomo-
tor and visual acuity development during pregnancy and the first
2 y of life.
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